The Wall
by N.J. Croft and Nina Croft

A ripped-from-the-headlines new thriller that answers the question, What if instead of a wall to keep them out, we now have a wall to keep us in?

Author Bio

N. J. Croft grew up in the north of England. After training as an accountant, she spent four years working as a volunteer in Zambia and has now settled down to a life of writing and picking almonds on a remote farm in the mountains of southern Spain. Nina Croft grew up in the north of England. After training as an accountant, she spent four years working as a volunteer in Zambia, which left her with a love of the sun and a dislike of nine-to-five work. She’s since then spent a number of years mixing travel (whenever possible) with work (whenever necessary), and has settled down to a life of writing and picking almonds on a remote farm in the mountains of southern Spain.

Nina writes all types of romance, often mixed with elements of the paranormal and science fiction.
USA Today bestselling author Cindi Madsen is back in print with a hilarious new take on weddings, friends-to-lovers, being a tomboy - and being a-ok with that.

Author Bio

Location: Colorado

Cindi Madsen sits at her computer every chance she gets, plotting, revising, and falling in love with her characters. Sometimes it makes her a crazy person. Without it, she’d be even crazier. She has way too many shoes, but can always find a reason to buy a new pretty pair, especially if they’re sparkly, colorful, or super tall. She loves music, dancing, and wishes summer lasted all year long. She lives in Colorado (where summer is most definitely NOT all year long) with her husband and three children. She is also the author of the young adult novel All the Broken Pieces.

Notes

Promotion
Social media "RSVP" countdown campaign.
Editorial campaign, connecting book with wedding-centered media & influencers.
Extensive online marketing campaign including giveaways.
Early reader campaign to book groups.
National print & online publicity campaign.
Deadlock
by Cherrie Lynn

Hackers, mistaken identity, and a race against the clock make New York Times bestselling author Cherrie Lynn's latest her most exciting yet.

Author Bio

New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Cherrie Lynn has been a CPS caseworker and a juvenile probation officer, but now that she has come to her senses, she writes contemporary and paranormal romance on the steamy side. It's *much* more fun. She's also an unabashed rock music enthusiast and lives in East Texas with her husband and two kids.

You can visit her at http://www.cherrielynn.com She loves hearing from readers!
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The Aussie Next Door
by Stefanie London

How to Lose a Guy in Ten Days meets Accidentally on Purpose by Jill Shalvis in this head-over-heels romantic comedy.

Author Bio

Growing up, Stefanie London came from a family of women who loved to read. After sneaking several literature subjects into her very practical "Business degree, she got a job in Communications. When writing emails and newsletters didn't fulfill her creative urges, she turned to fiction and was finally able to write the stories that kept her mind busy at night. Now she lives with her very own hero and dreams of traveling the world. Recently she gave up her day job to write sexy contemporary romance stories and she couldn't be happier.
Visit her online at http://stefanie-london.com.
The Rogue King
by Abigail Owen

A modern-day *Game of Thrones* meets JR Ward's Black Dagger Brotherhood series from paranormal author Abigail Owen.

Author Bio

Abigail Owen grew up consuming books and exploring the world through her writing. No matter the genre, she loves to write feisty heroines, sexy heroes who deserve them, and a cast of lovable characters to surround them (and maybe get their own stories). Ten years since finishing her first book, Abigail has published sixteen novels/novellas under two pen names with more to come. Visit her online at www.abigailowen.com.